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Toxic Significance
Zinc and copper, chromium and cadmium…these are,
OSHA says, “metals of toxic significance.” Hot work
around them makes toxic smoke.
Tin is different. In low amounts tin is not a biohazard.
That’s why our food comes in “tin cans.” That’s good.
But tin hooked up with carbon is another matter. So
extremely toxic is “organo” tin that in the 70’s and 80’s
tributyl-tin was the deadliest (and hence the most
desirable) antifouling paint you could buy. It killed
anything that touched it.
Organic tin was, in fact, too toxic. So it was banned
(sort of…) 10 years back because it did genetic
damage that got passed up the food chain to future
generations of marine life.
Why “sort of” banned?? Because a loophole still allows
anti-fouling paint to use tributyl tin in tiny amounts as a
”catalyst”. Apparently that loophole is open to abuse.
Authorities on antifouling paint (Maritime Observer,
April 20) are seeing tributyl tin in levels far
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TRAINING
Shipyard Competent Person
Full 3-Day Courses
Jun 7-9 @ SSC*
Jul 5-7 @ SSC*
Aug 2-4 @ SSC*
*South Seattle College
Georgetown Campus

1-Day Update Courses
Jun 8 @ SSC*
Jun 14 @ Fremont Maritime
Jul 6 @ SSC*
Jul 12 @ Fremont Maritime
Aug 3 @ SSC*
Aug 9 @ Fremont Maritime
DIRECTIONS:
Fremont Maritime is at Fishermen’s Terminal
SSC: Georgetown Campus very close to I-5,
Michigan St Exit, straight to Corson Ave S

OSHA 10 Maritime
10-hour training on 29 CFR 1915 or 1910
provides methods on recognition, avoidance,
abatement, and prevention of safety and
health hazards in workplaces specific to
maritime.

above “catalytic” amounts.
If their fears prove correct, this harmful
chemical can once again threaten
marine life. And those of us involved in
hot work below the waterline need be
especially aware of this resurging
danger.

“Super Joe” Cutting Through Antifouling Hull Paint
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Practical questions bubble to the
surface: Is there a quick/dirty test for tin
in hull paint? What sort of chemicals
might organo-tin form in the heat of a
cutting torch? These topics and more in
July.
www.soundtestinginc.com
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Convenient Not Necessarily Productive
Safety Regulations demand Documentation.
resources and enthusiasm, and… money.

And Documentation takes time and trouble,

So when OSHA says in Subpart P: “The employer must develop and implement a written Fire
Safety Plan, you can be sure that “Plan” involves some expense.
Commonly, to save money, a shipyard or employer tries to come up with a Fire Safety Plan of
such quality and depth and breadth that it works for every job. If it’s true, there’s no need to reinvent the Plan every time workers start repairs on another vessel.
But the “one-size-fits-all” approach will not cover all the bases. Here’s why:
This OSHA model for ship repair safety won’t work unless someone (actually, everyone!) works
hard to find job hazards and let everyone know about them.
So, OSHA demands (1915.502(b)(2)) that before a ship repair project starts the repairer must lay
out “Procedures for
recognizing
and
reporting
unsafe
conditions”.
That
sure
makes
sense. So, what’s the
problem?
Consider
images:

these

2

Procedures
for
recognizing
“unsafe
conditions” on a deck
cargo barge will not
work for the “unsafe
conditions” presented
by a tank barge.

Therefore,
different
types of vessels under
repair will demand
different
types
of
specific Fire Safety
Plans.
Can one size fit all?
Not Hardly.
SOUND TESTING, INC.

Deck Cargo Barge: Very Limited Fire-Explosion Danger

Tank Barge Ready For Repair Berth Tie-Up: Very Substantial Fire-Explosion
Danger
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Success Brings Pain
This image of boilermaker
Gloria Guerra says a lot about
ship repair. The boilermakers
Union 104 has long been a
leader for women in the crafts.
But also the photo reminds us
how difficult and dangerous
metal fabrication can be.
Picture Gloria welding new
angle-iron stiffeners in the
overhead of a tiny waste-oil
tank. She must weld while
kneeling or sitting on the
bottom longs because the rusty
tank is only 3-1/2 feet high.
Before striking an arc she must
drag through the manway and
10 feet forward her weld gear
and cable, a ventilation duct, a
side-wheel grinder, electrical
lead, her lighting, and a needle
gun with airline.
A glance at Gloria’s sweatshirt
sleeves tells us her leathers
give only partial protection from
the sparks and slag that are
part of the job.

It’s true; cotton, because it won’t melt or catch fire, is the
boilermaker’s fabric of choice. But slag from a torch or plasma
or carbon-arc or from welding will char through any fabric. And
that slag may not stop there. Burns are part of the job
description.
Those who do the difficult work of fitting, burning, welding and
arc-gouging in confined spaces have special standing because
they do their craft under such tough conditions.

Congrats to John Sheeler of Western Towboat May’s Winner!
Honorable mentions: Dave Johnson, Michael Santini and Ken Stanton.
Q: When on a long-haul tow, a “chafing board” may be placed below the tow wire and on top
of the stern roller. This board is sometimes called the SHOE.
June’s Question:
Frederick Douglass, the famous Abolitionist, after escaping slavery got his first job in a
shipyard. What was his craft? (They’re a rare breed today and use hemp a lot.)
Please send your answer to: newsletter@soundtestinginc.com or
admin@soundtestinginc.com before June 25.
Each correct answer will be entered into a random drawing and one person will win a $50 gift
card!
One entry per person, please.
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